
Appendix 1. All fabric recovered

Dg1 Unit Layer UIN fibre

weft 

→   

(tpi)

warp 

↑   

(tpi)

Munsell Chart Colour plain/patt'd a/s/f description
area 

cm²

Dg1 M1 surface O1 wool? 18 18 dusky blue green (5 BG 3/2) plain - indigo? f  a small knot: 4,5cm long x 2.5cm wide. 11.25

Dg1 M2 RBL O2 cotton 62 62
reddish brown (5YR 5/4) with 

white sprig (5Y 8/1)

printed 

pattern WSP
a

white sprigs 9cm apart printed in rows 5cm apart. Some 

handstitching along one edge; a large piece 34 x 42cm. 
1428

Dg1 M2 RBL O3 cotton 52 52

moderate brown (5YR 4/4),                     

dark yellowish green (10GY 

4/4),  white (5Y 8/1). 

checked 

pattern BGC
f

a large knot. Piece 11cm long by 4 cm wide with a large 

knot  measuring 5cm by 4cm.
44

Dg1 M2 RBL O4 cotton 28¹ 28¹ pale yellow brown (10YR 6/2) plain f
two strips rolled and cross-knotted, entire piece approx. 

12cm long and each strip aprox. 6mm wide.
7.2

Dg1 M2 RBL/GM O5 cotton 26 26? very pale orange (10YR 8/2)
plain, twill 

weave
s rectangle of medium weight fabric, 6.5cm x 3cm. 19.5

Dg1 M2 RBL/GM O6 cotton 30 30 pale blue (5B 6/2) plain f
three pieces of  fabric sewn together like a pocket, total 

length 35cm x 16cm.
560

Dg1 M2 surface O7 cotton 50 50
black, yellowish grey (5Y 7/2)  

with traces of red (5R 3/6)

patterned 

BGP
s small fragment of fabric approx. 2cm x 2cm. 4

Dg1 M4 surface O8 cotton n/a n/a brown (10YR 5/3) twill a piece of fabric 6 x 4cm singed along one side 24

Dg1 M4 surface O9 cotton n/a n/a light gray (10YR 7/1)
plain - float 

weave FWF
a fragment 5 x 2cm 10

Dg1 M4 surface 10 cotton n/a n/a
light gray (10YR 7/1) and dark 

red (5R 6/6)

patterned - 

float weave 

FWF

a fragment 4 x 3cm 12

Dg1 M4 surface 11 cotton n/a n/a black (10YR 2/1)
plain? - float 

weave FWF
a fragments of completely carbonised fabric 0

Dg1 N1 RBL 12 cotton 38 38 very pale orange (10YR 8/2) plain s a cut strip measuring 4cm wide x 24cm long. 96



Dg1 N1 RBL 13 cotton 52² 52² light brownish gray (10YR 6/2) plain a fabric in a goat coprolite 0

Dg1 N1 RBL/GM 14 wool? 52 52

moderate brown (5YR 4/4),  

olive green, white, mustard 

yellow and                             

blue green (5BG 4/6)

tartan TP s

roughly rectangular piece measuring 14.5cm x 5.5cm. 

One long edge had been folded over and handstitched to 

form a narrow seam.   

79.75

Dg1 N1 RBL/GM 15 cotton 52 52 pale yellow brown (10YR 6/2) plain s
rectangular piece measuring 7cm x 2.5cm (same type as 

fabric in other coprolite, above)
17.5

Dg1 N2 RBL/GM 16 cotton 48 48 pale yellow brown (10YR 6/2) plain s

a long strip approx. 29cm x 9cm much folded as if it had 

been knotted or used to tie something. A lot of rodent 

damage.

261

Dg1 N4 surface 17 cotton 30 30 pale orange (10YR 8/2) plain s lightweight fabric, possibly part of a strip, 6.5 x 10cm. 65

Dg1 N4 surface 18 cotton 80 80

red (5YR 4/8), dark red (5R 2/6) 

and very pale brown (10YR 7/3) 

print on pinkish white 

background (7.5YR 8/2)

floral pattern 

RPP
f

a small piece measuring 5cm x 9.5cm with a small knot at 

one end. The original shape possibly a rectangle?
47.5

Dg1 N4 surface 19 cotton 22 22 cream (10YR 8/1) plain a
fragment 6.5cm x 5cm, painted on one side with black or 

blue/black paint. Heavyweight canvas.
32.5

Dg1 N4 surface 20 cotton 22 22 cream (10YR 8/1) plain a
fragment 5cm x 4cm, painted on one side with black or 

blue/black paint. Heavyweight canvas.
20

Dg1 O1 GM 21 cotton 32¹ 32¹
greyish blue-green (5BG 5/4) 

and red (2.5YR 3/6) check

checked 

pattern BRC
f

three strips of loosely woven fabric plaited together, 

approx. 23cm long and the strips approx. 1.5cm wide. 

The strips are very twisted up.

34.5

Dg1 O1 GM 22 cotton 32¹ 32¹
greyish blue-green (5BG 5/4) 

and red (2.5YR 3/6) check

checked 

pattern BRC
f

two strips, approx. 24cm long and 1.5cm wide, as above, 

and joined with grass twine at one end
36

Dg1 O1 GM 23 cotton 32¹ 32¹
greyish blue-green (5BG 5/4) 

and red (2.5YR 3/6) check

checked 

pattern BRC
f

two strips appprox. 10cm long and 1.5cm wide, as above, 

joined with grass twine at one end
15

Dg1 O1 GM 24 cotton 46 46 pinkish white (5YR 8/2) plain s
mediumweight cotton, a rectangle approx 18 x 13cm with 

two corners removed.
234

Dg1 O1 GM 25 cotton 46 46 pinkish gray (7.5YR 6/2) plain a
mediumweight canvas, approx. 13cm x 12cm and very 

fragmented.
156



Dg1 O2 GM 26 cotton 54 54 pale orange-yellow (10YR 8/2) plain f a small knot 4.5 x 3cm 13.5

Dg1 O2 GM 27 cotton 54 54 very pale brown (10YR 7/3) plain f

a tapered strip, 18cm x 7cm; one long edge folded and 

hand stitched and the tapered end folded and sewn 

together; two cut strings project from this part.  

126

Dg1 O2 GM 28 cotton 52 52 greyish orange (10YR 7/4) plain s 12cm x 4cm, strip, very badly degraded and fragile 48

Dg1 O2 GM 29 cotton 52 52 greyish orange (10YR 7/4) plain s 9cm x 5cm, strip, very badly degraded and fragile 45

Dg1 O2 GM 30 cotton 52 52 pale blue (5B 6/2) plain f
24.5cm x 22cm,  folded and hand stitched on three sides 

like a bag. A lot of rodent damage.
539

Dg1 O2 GM 31 cotton 60³ 60³
light olive grey (5Y 6/1) and 

dusky blue (5PB 3/2)

striped pattern 

GBS
f

two strips of loosely woven fabric knotted together at one 

end, 26 x 2cm
52

Dg1 O4 surface 32 cotton n/a n/a very pale brown (10YR 7/3) plain - twill s
part of a strip?, 4.5cm x 4cm medium weight fabric. Two 

sides are cut straight.
18

Dg1 P4 GM 33 cotton n/a n/a yellowish grey (5Y 8/1) plain - twill s
a small fragment of discernable shape, approx. 3cm x 

2cm.
6

Dg2 All surface 34 cotton n/a n/a greyish orange (10YR 7/4)
plain - 

corduroy
s

a strip 10cm x 5.5cm, one narrow end and both long sides 

are cut; the opposite narrow end is cut diagonally
55

Dg2 All surface 35 cotton 64 64 pale green (10G 6/2) plain s a cut rectangle 12cm x 6cm. 72

Dg2 All surface 36 cotton 72 72

pale orange (10 YR 8/2) 

background with faint pale 

yellow (5Y 7/4) print

floral pattern 

OYP
a

same as Q21 (Dg4) but with more pattern visible. Size 

13cm x 10cm. Very degraded
130

Dg2 All surface 37 cotton 22 22 greyish blue green (5BG 5/2) plain - indigo? s
a coarse evenweave rectangle 5 x 3cm with a cut/split in 

the centre
15

Dg2 T9 GL 38 cotton 40 40 light brownish gray (10YR 6/2) plain s a small strip, mediumweight evenweave, 7.5cm x 2.5cm 18.75

Dg2 U9 SS 39 cotton 50 50 greyish orange (10YR 7/4) plain s
small piece, possibly part of a strip. 6cm x 5.4cm; the long 

sides are evenly cut.
32.4

Dg2 U9 SS 40 wool? 40 40 pale blue (5B 6/2) plain f
a shirt front? One long side is turned and hemmed like a 

button stand?, 27cm x 15cm.
405



Dg2 U9 SS 41 cotton 30 30 greyish orange (10YR 7/4) plain a a small fragment, heavily damaged, 4cm x 2.5cm 10

Dg2 U9 SS 42 cotton? 30 30 greyish orange (10YR 7/4) plain a a small fragment, heavily damaged, 17cm  x 8cm 136

Dg2 U10 GL 43 cotton 72 72
moderate yellow brown (10YR 

5/4)
plain a

heavily degraded fragment about 4cm x 4cm but of no 

discernible shape
16

Dg3 All surface 44 cotton n/a n/a pale green (5G 7/2) plain - twill a
small piece of cloth in a goat coprolite (measured 6 x 

5.5cm).
33

Dg4 All surface 45 cotton 56 56 greyish orange (10YR 7/4) plain s
a strip with an oblique cut on one narrow end, 22cm x 

8cm, lots of small holes - from chewing by animals?
176

Dg4 All surface 46 cotton 64 64 greyish orange (10YR 7/4) plain f

a piece like the top of a pocket or bag. 13cm x 1.75cm 

and made up of three pieces of fabric sewn together, one 

on top of the other.

22.75

Dg4 All surface 47 cotton 52 52 greyish brown 10YR 5/2 plain s a small strip, 12cm x 3cm 36

Dg4 P22 SS 48 cotton 80 80

red (5YR 4/8), dark red (5R 2/6) 

and very pale brown (10YR 7/3) 

print on pinkish white 

background (7.5YR 8/2)

floral pattern 

RPP
s a rolled up strip 6cm x approx. 1cm. 6

Dg4 P22 SS 49 cotton 64 64

moderate yellowish brown 

(10YR 5/4), moderate blue (5B 

5/6) and white (5Y 8/1)

checked 

pattern BBC
s a rough rectangle, 7.5cm x 6.5cm 48.75

Dg4 P22 SS 50 cotton 80 80

red (5YR 4/8), dark red (5R 2/6) 

and very pale brown (10YR 7/3) 

print on pinkish white 

background (7.5YR 8/2)

floral pattern 

RPP
a very degraded and much (rodent) damage; 17cm x 6cm. 102

Dg4 Q/R20 surface 51 cotton 50 50

yellowish grey (5Y 8/1), 

moderate red (5R 4/6) and 

greyish red (10R 4/2)

floral pattern 

YRP
s a small strip, 12.5 x 2.75cm 34.4

Dg4 Q/R20 surface 52 cotton 46 46 greyish orange (10YR 7/4) plain f

rectangular piece 18cm x 12cm, folded in half and one 

edge topstitched. The two other long edges are turned 

and contain stitch remnants.

216

Dg4 Q/R20 surface 53 cotton 42 42 pale orange (10YR 8/2)  plain f
rolled and knotted on each end, piece measures 7cm x 

2cm
14



Dg4 Q/R20 surface 54 cotton 60 60 pinkish gray (7.5YR 7/2) plain s a strip with an oblique cut at one end, 15.5cm x 4.5cm 69.8

Dg4 Q/R20 surface 55 cotton 58 58 pinkish white (7.5YR 8/2) plain a
no determinate shape, vaguely triangular piece 18cm x 

12.5cm
225

Dg4 Q21 surface 56 cotton 70 70

pale orange (10 YR 8/2) 

background with faint pale 

yellow (5Y 7/4) print

floral pattern 

OYP
f

a knot on the end of a strip, 9cm long including knot and 

approx. 4cm wide.
36

Dg4 Q21 surface 57 cotton 70

⁴

70

⁴

red (5R 5/8) and very pale 

brown floral print (10YR 7/3)

floral pattern 

RBP
a

a piece of hem turn-up or piping? a very degraded 

fragment and extremely small. aprox. 2 x 1.5cm
3

Dg5 T19 surface 58 cotton 60 60 yellowish red  (5R 5/6) plain f
a strip of fabric 12.5 x 5cm tied to a piece of leather or 

skin
62.5

Dg5 T19 surface 59 cotton 70

⁴

70

⁴ red (5YR 4/8), dark red (5R 2/6) 

and very pale brown (10YR 7/3) 

print on pinkish white 

background (7.5YR 8/2)

floral pattern 

RPP
f

a small knot of dressweight fabric, measuring 3cm x 

2.5cm
7.5

Dg5 T19 surface 60 cotton 52 52 pale brown (10YR 6/3) plain f
a folded bundle tied with two lengths of twine. Bundle 

measures 10.5cm x 3.25cm
34.1

Dg5 T20 SS 61 cotton 24 24 dusky blue green (5BG 3/2) plain - indigo? a
a piece of cloth with no determinate shape,  22cm long x 

13.5cm wide.
297

Dg5 T20 - 62 cotton 80 80

red (5YR 4/8), dark red (5R 2/6) 

and very pale brown (10YR 7/3) 

print on pinkish white 

background (7.5YR 8/2)

floral pattern 

RPP
s a narrow strip measuring 17cm x 4.75cm 80.75

Dg6 SS Ee29 63 cotton 36³ 36³
brown (7.5YR 5/4) and blue 

green thread (5BG 5/4)
plain a

a tiny fragment with a blue thread in one corner, like a 

selvedge, approx. 3cm x 1.5cm
4.5

total area of fabric in cm²       (1 meter x 1 meter = 10 

000cm²)
6461

¹the fabric is tightly twisted, thread count is an estimate

²fabric is very small and forms a coprolite

³fabric is loosely woven and twisted, thread count is an 

estimate

⁴sample is extremely small, thread count is an estimate


